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The distinguished
look and feel of

glass beads

Shimmering glass bead swimming pool finish

Smooth, luxurious, durable and stain resistant

Exclusively installed by licensed, trained applicators
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Pebble and Glass Blend Finish All Glass Finish



Actual finish and water color may differ from printed samples. Variations in color, shade and exposure are normal. The water’s depth, 
angle of sunlight and surrounding landscape can all be determining factors. Actual finish samples produced by Pebble Technology, 
Inc. should be wet before viewing. Pebble Technology, Inc. strongly recommends viewing pools before deciding on a color. Your pool 
builder/installer may be able to provide pools to view. 

Disclaimer: Some colors contain seashells, such as abalone and mother of pearl. The shells are made up of material from seawater 
and from a living mollusk. Due to the nature of shell materials and variables of water chemistry, Pebble Technology, Inc. cannot 
guarantee the shell materials themselves against changes in color or brilliance. See warranty form for all limitations.

Illuminate your pool with a shimmering glass bead finish.

Crystal Series is an elegant all glass 
bead pool finish that brings a unique 
combination of brilliance and natural color 
to your swimming pool. With the constant 
changing angle of the daytime sun, your 
pool finish will reflect crystal-like accents 
of light in a beautiful array of hues and 
shades. Choose from 12 elegant glass 
bead color combinations.

Water Blue - Crystal Series

Fiesta Series combines the vibrance of 
an all glass bead pool finish with a unique 
blend of color combinations to create a 
look that is one-of-a-kind.  

Sea Breeze - Fiesta Series

Luminous Series  creates a finish that 
is truly unique by combining the natural 
beauty of PebbleTec® and PebbleSheen® 
finishes with an accent of our original 
and iridescent glass beads. Like a natural 
beach which shimmers and changes in the 
sunlight, your pool finish will illuminate with 
accents of color as the sun moves across 
the sky.

Tahoe Blue Luminous

Black Sea

Tahoe Blue Blue Granite

Laguna

White Diamonds Aqua Blue

Paradise

Majestic

Black Splash

Carnival

Water Blue

Sapphire

Sea Breeze

Tahitian

Blue Mist

Mardi Gras

Seaside

Aqua Splash

French Quarter

Aqua Marine

Traditional

Jubilee

Look for more brilliant 
blends of glass beads 
with PebbleTec® and 
PebbleSheen® coming 
soon.

Fiesta Series
ALL GLASS FINISH

Crystal Series
ALL GLASS FINISH

Luminous Series
PEBBLE AND GLASS BLEND FINISH


